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Executive Summary
We wanted a product that would take the pictures off
of phones and computers and put onto a tangible item, allowing our
customers to give a personal gift to their loved ones. Our product has all
of the pictures in a collage which is then coated in modge podge and a
finishing spray. For marketing, our business used social media platforms,
flyers, and business cards. We also use word of mouth to sell our product
which seems to be working best for us. We have sold 37 products making
our gross revenue a total of $941. We will be donating 15% of our profit
to a local charity known as the Care Team.
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MISSION & INNOVATION

MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to create a product that can take the
pictures off of your phone or computer and put them
onto a tangible item, allowing memories to last a life
time.

INNOVATION

What did not work:

What worked:

Wood letters
Painting 1 product at a
time

Paper Mache

VS

Painting multiple products
at one time

Paper prints

Photo paper

Regular craft knife

Paper cutting knife

By making these changes we
saved time and money.
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LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATION

CEO:
Jessica Davis

CFO:

Purchasing:

Hunter Bussey

Natalie Mizer

Distribution:

Marketing:

Marketing:

Kristen Rose

Morgan Davidson

Sydney Dutton

Leadership
In our company we put people in roles that best fit them and their
personalities. Ou assigned roles helped us to work better as a team
rather than a one man show. Everyone was able to give their input
throughout the decision making process.
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FINANCIAL
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financial report, tracking the bank
account, and getting the approval of

Revenue: $941

purchases deemed necessary.

Capitalization Amount and Method
Podge Collage needed two hundred
dollars in start-up funds. To get

SALES OF PRODUCT

this money our team had to pitch our
business idea to the investors that
came into our classroom. We used the

Heart
30%

Letters
38%

money to buy the base cost of goods
sold, including items such as spray
paint and modge podge. We used the
remainder of the money to pay back
the employees who used personal
money at the start of the school year.
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Total Cost Of Goods Sold: $342.12

Lightning bolt
8%
Numbers
24%
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Learning Experiences/ Future Application:
Our team started off using different types of wood, from
unfinished plywood, to finished wooden letters that were a
different thickness from the numbers and shapes. A couple
months after starting our business, we came across paper
mache letters and numbers that stand up on their own, and
customers preferred this product over the wood. Another
problem that kept arising were the pictures that we printed
from just an ordinary printer were starting to peel off the printer
paper when we glued them. We looked around for places that
printed real photo prints for a low cost, and we found that CVS
would print them for 30 cents a piece. These changes made our
product look much better, and most importantly, our customers
more happy.
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MARKETING

125

555

followers

likes

26

689

followers

engagements

https://podgecollage.wordpress.com/

"My daughter loved
her T for her
birthday!"
-Aja Tompot

"This product will

"My husband loved

look great in my

this gift. He displays

kitchen!"

the product in his

-June Davidson.

classroom!"
-Shanna Delaney.

MARKETING
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Marketing Strategy:
Our team used different social media
outlets like Instagram and Twitter to
sell our product. We launched our
business website to help get the
image of our product out. In person
sales are very important to our
marketing team because we are able
to get to know our customers on a
more personal level.

Target Audience:
After passing out 200 surveys, 93% of
woman said that they would buy our
product. Based off of these results,
we ruled that our target audience is
women aged 15-30 years old.

Customer Service:
When we first started Podge
Collage, we wanted our main focus to
be customer service. Every time an
order went out, we made sure that
they could contact us with any
questions, comments, or concerns if
necessary by providing our contact
information. Our team members were
always available to communicate.
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SALES AND SOCIAL CAUSE

SALES:
Our business chose a number of
different ways to get the word about
our product out there. We used four
different social media platforms,
flyers, and business cards. We also
use word of mouth to sell our product
which seems to work best for us. We
have chosen these different

SOCIAL CAUSE:

techniques because of our target

Our business is partnered with

market. Our core demographic is

the Care Team. The Care Team

moms, but we have found that a lot

is a local private organization

of students have been interested in

that helps out families in the

our product as well. In order to sell to

community. They provide basic

students and moms at the same time,

needs for families that have

we started to sell at sporting evens,

little to nothing. This year we

craft shows, and school lunch

donated 15% of our total

periods. Members of our team also

revenue to the organization. This

traveled to Cleveland and presented

money will help buy necessities

our business for

like groceries, hygiene products,

the Young Entrepreneur Institute.

or other needs.

